
Voyager 9.2 Release Resolved Issues
Ex Libris Confidential

This Excel file contains a list of all the issues that were resolved for the 

Voyager 9.2 release November 2015.

See the List of Resolved Issues worksheet.

General documentation for this release:
http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com 
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Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s Key

CATJOB 13:GHC:Bus Error(coredump) if 

bib very large

Cannot reproduce. Catjob, Global Headings Change

VYG-4426

Catjob:GHC:Subdivision not able to be 

changed in relating bibs

Use the correct record type to retrieve 

heading for global heading change.

Cataloging, Catjob, Global Headings 

Change

VYG-4192

CAT:GHC: Run-time 5 error The run time error has been resolved. Cataloging

VYG-4344

ACQ: Ledger window cannot be resized The ledger form is dynamically resized 

based on its contents.

Acquisitions

VYG-4481

CAT: Call number browse skips entries Fixed code that caused no results to 

display in browse.

Cataloging

VYG-4859

ACQ/CAT: Cannot relink mfhd if linked to 

same bib as mfhd linked to PO

Allow a MFHD to relink to another bib if 

the MFHD is not linked to any purchase 

order line item.

Acquisitions, Cataloging

VYG-5628

Selfcheck unable to display large number 

of fine items

Increase the size of variant size data 

section in the selfchk response.

Selfcheck

VYG-6049

WEBV: Display of item locations is by 

item ID instead of relationship to MFHD 

location and enumeration

Display holdings location first if any of 

the items without temporary location has 

permanent location same as the 

holdings.

WebVoyage

VYG-6105

Many non-alphanumeric characters are 

ignored when creating patron barcodes

Use the same normalization for patron 

and item barcodes across applications.

Batch Jobs, Circulation

VYG-6178

CIRC : other overdue notice not sent on 

expected day for hourly loans

An overdue notice should be sent when 

the notice interval has been reached and 

not just exceeded.

Circjob, Circulation, System 

Administration

VYG-6299

Patron Export fails with 1000+ records Use alternative to Oracle IN clause to 

query bib id from an input file.

WebAdmin

VYG-6323

SELF: 15 message crashes circsvr Preserve the selfchk operator id when 

creating an item.

Selfcheck

VYG-6379

CAT: Author redirect fails on æ character The browser will handle the encoding for 

æ. The xsl will let it pass through.

WebVoyage

VYG-6409
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ILL requests do not display in 

WebVoyage

Check the value of the GLOBAL_PARM 

'ILLCutOffDays'

InterLibrary Loan, WebVoyage

VYG-6413

Item default doesn't display in Cat when 

the same item type chosen in SysAdmin

The default item type saved to the 

registry is displayed in the Preferences 

regardless of the value saved in 

Sysadmin for the happening location.

Cataloging

VYG-6417

BULK: Update previously loaded only 

matches vendor number in first instance 

of tag

Allow getting a subfield by scanning 

multiple matching tags (e.g. 035) for the 

subfield and return the first matching 

subfield.

Bulk Import

VYG-6486

XML: Patrons with punctuation in names 

not fully normalized when imported via 

XML

Fixed barcode normalization so that 

apostrophe is removed rather than 

converted to space. 

An existing upgrade script will correct the 

existing patron names in the database.

XML Patron Update

VYG-6487

"Update Previously Loaded MFHDs and 

Items" doesn't update call number

Allow user to update multiple MFHD call 

number from a different tag than the 

main tag defined in the multi-MFHD 

profile 

Bulk Import, Cataloging, System 

Administration

VYG-6502

OPAC: Course Reserve info does not 

include department and course

Display department, and course. In 

general, display the search result 

heading if any one exists.

OPAC

VYG-6515

SIP2 Item Information Response (18) 

message sends bad data when barcode 

not found

Set a two-digit "00" return code per SIP2 

specifications for message 18 when the 

barcode is not found or we failed to get 

the item information.

Selfcheck, SIP2

VYG-6518
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"All Charges In One Receipt" does not 

trigger printing for items in transit, on 

hold, renewed

When the "All charges in one receipt" is 

selected in Preferences and all items are 

selected to be renewed via the "Select 

All", the due date slips will print for all the 

selected items.

Circulation

VYG-6522

The selfchk binary is confusing its 

messages with its logs

Remove crosstalk between the log class 

and selfchk server at selfchk server start-

up when the log is turned on.

Selfcheck, SIP2

VYG-6523

CIRC: Modify button active when patron 

does not have fines/fees.

Disable the "Modify..." button if the 

patron doesn't have any fines/fees.

Circulation

VYG-6524

REP: a notice with a patron last name 

longer than 30 characters prevents 

further circulation notices from being 

processed

Updated Reporter databases to support 

larger field sizes for patron name.

Reporter

VYG-6527

Cataloging Preferences > General > 

Holdings/Item default locations list is 

wider than screen allows

Scrollbar is now visible in the example 

given - have decreased the size of slack 

added to the size of the text for each 

column.

Cataloging

VYG-6544

ANA: Reports using Title_Details return 

no data if BIB_FORMAT_DISPLAY is 

empty

Reports using Title_Details now return 

data even if the Titles List Material Type 

Display is not populated in Sysadmin as 

long as data matching the report criteria 

exist in the database.

Analyzer

VYG-6562

ACQ: Edit Approved results in RTEs, 

inaccurate error

Prevent excessive keystrokes from 

crashing the Acquisitions client when 

editing an approved line item.

Acquisitions

VYG-6567

852 Indicator 1 is blank when updating 

MFHD via bulk import

852 indicator 1 is now updated to reflect 

the call number type when the latter is 

updated via bulkimport.

Bulk Import

VYG-6577
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ANA: Filtering on last number of days 

includes dates in the future

Filtering on last number of days does not 

include days in the future.

Analyzer

VYG-6593

NCIP:Barcodes with special characters in 

the CheckInItem are not recognized.

Use same barcode encoding method in 

cataloging to create an item through the 

AcceptItem message, and same 

normalization procedure is applied when 

looking up an item.

NCIP

VYG-6594

Double cutters are reversed when 

updating MFHDs via Bulk Import

Preserve the order of multiple subfield I 

for 852 tag

Bulk Import

VYG-6595

WebV: After upgrade to 9.x, some users 

experience issues with blank My Account 

or request screens

Fixed issue by replacing old jar files for 

xalan library with up-to-date versions for 

both VWEBV and VXWS.

WebVoyage

VYG-6601

ACQ: Adjust reasons don't display 

consistently

Sort the content of the "Charge Type" 

dropdown list.

Acquisitions

VYG-6621

Lines print too far apart when printing 

records in Cataloging

Reduced vertical space between fields. 

MARC data fields may still get truncated 

when they nearly page-size or larger.

Cataloging

VYG-6635

Default Pick and Scan Log directory 

does not exist

The default directory set in the Pick & 

Scan Preferences will now be created if it 

does not already exist.

Pick and Scan

VYG-6688

Diacritics do not display in Global 

Headings Change Q's "Process?" 

Heading (new)

This is working correctly in 9.2.0 and as 

far back as 9.0.0.

Cataloging, Global Headings Change

VYG-4764

Batchcat returns 0 (rhrSuccess) when 

relinking holdings records attached to 

PO's despite actually failing

The return code of the relink operation 

needed to be passed back to the caller.

Batchcat

VYG-6239

CAT: Operator able to overlay records 

belonging to another owning library

Working as designed. Cataloging

VYG-6273
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iasock no longer listens on all addresses 

by default

Fixed in the VIK. Image Server

VYG-6506

keysvr logs Oracle error seemingly 

erroneously

Key server was trying to get the local 

database name from a database table 

and failing because it was not connected 

to Oracle. Now key server will not 

attempt to get the local database name. 

Keyword Server

VYG-6113

CIRC: Counter doesn't show "In 

Transit/On Hold" Items on patron record

Cannot reproduce in 9.2.0. Circulation

VYG-6540

SysAdmin: Window Not Resizable All functions are now accessible based 

on the display size selected in Windows. 

The forms will now resize accordingly.

System Administration

VYG-4173

PRIMO: RTA sometimes returns 

Location Name instead of OPAC display 

name

Output the location's display name in the 

availability tag. If there is no display 

name defined in the database for the 

location, output the location name.

Primo Integration, Various

VYG-4585

Primo Extract does not delete 

Suppressed Course Reserves when off 

reserve

Mark as deleted (i.e., non searchable) 

those bibs that are no longer on any 

active reserve lists.

Primo Extract

VYG-6091

Voyager logging error during Primo 

extract

Fixed code to not log any errors when 

testing changedSince date.

Primo Extract

VYG-6553
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